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For several months I have been exhorting fellow musicians, lovers of the many
genres of blues, friends and family to join and support BLUSD. Now here is your
chance to kill two birds with one stone. Come and enjoy the great music supplied by
headliner ‘The Mighty Mojo Prophets’, a vibrant and swinging West coast blues band,
but also lose yourself in the music of the 2015 IBC winner, Ben Powell, a one man band
highlighting his prowess with resonator guitars & harmonica bringing back ‘old school’
blues. Ben will open the show and be followed by the ‘Casey Hensley Band’. I look
forward to hearing her and the group as I have heard nothing but great things about her
shows combining blues, soul and rock n’ roll.
Another benefit is that if you are not already a member of BLUSD, you can apply
the $20 cover charge towards a $25 BLUSD individual membership or $35 couples
membership. That’s a great deal no matter how you look at it.
Of course, all current members of BLUSD get in free along with all the other perks
and benefits of being a BLUSD member. This party is for you, it is for one and all; it is a
big thank you to everyone who, in one way or another, has supported the BLUSD
throughout the years. THIS IS THE PARTY YOU DO NOT WANT TO MISS!

OTHER UPCOMING EVENTS
8/5: Hurray for the Riff Raff at the Belly Up Tavern
8/8: BLUSD Member Appreciation Party at Tio Leo's
8/10: Chris Isaak at Humphrey's Concerts by the Bay
8/12: Buddy Guy at the Belly Up Tavern
8/19: Leon Russell at the Belly Up Tavern
8/21-23: Baja Blues Fest in Rosarito Beach
8/22: Six String Society at Carlsbad Village Theater
8/26: Joe Bonamassa at Humphrey’s Concerts by the Bay
8/27: Los Lonely Boys at the Belly Up Tavern
8/29: Red, White & Blues Fundraiser at Proud Mary’s
9/5: The Blasters at the Casbah
9/2627: San Diego Blues Festival
Adams Avenue Street Fair
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ROSARITO BEACH, MX – Over
the last 3 years, the Baja Blues
Fest has evolved into a major
musical event attracting thousands
of blues enthusiasts to the
beautiful Pacific shoreline of Baja
California. Our 4th Annual Baja
Blues Fest will be celebrated on
August 21-23 on the grounds of
the world famous Rosarito Beach
Hotel & Resort in Rosarito Beach.
The Baja Blues Fest Organization
is a 501(c)3 non-profit organization
dedicated to Helping Kids with
“The Blues.” We organize and
promote events related to music,
art and culture to raise public
awareness to the needs of children
in Baja. The charities we promote
offer food, shelter, clothing,
education and medical care.
The 4th Annual Baja Blues Fest 3day event will begin with the Friday
Night Meet-N-Greet at 7pm the 21st of August, followed by the all-day
Main Event from 10:30am to 8:00pm (+) Saturday the 22nd of August and
concluding with an afternoon Jam Session from 1-4pm on Sunday the
23rd of August.
We have an exciting lineup of artists, including 2014 Blues Blast Music
Award winner, Tommy Castro & The Painkillers. Castro won four 2010
Blues Music Awards including, for the second time in his career, the
coveted B.B. King Entertainer Of The Year Award (the very highest
award a blues performer can receive). His song “Hard Believer” (cowritten with Bonnie Hayes, who co-produced The Devil You Know), took
first place in the blues category of the 2012 International Songwriting
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Competition. His latest release The Devil You Know, garnered him a 2014
Blues Blast Music Award for Rock Blues Album of The Year.
We’re pleased to welcome BMA Horn Instrumentalist of the Year (2008,
2009, 2010) and Pinetop Perkins Piano Player of the Year 2013 Nominee,
Deanna Bogart. As a bandleader, singer, songwriter, producer, pianist,
sax player, Deanna combines the best of boogie-woogie, contemporary
blues, country and jazz into a splendid blend she calls “blusion.”
San Diego’s Missy Andersen received a prestigious 2015 Blues Music
Award nomination in the Soul Female Blues Artist category. She’s also
received two Blues Blast Awards nominations: Blues Female Artist and
Soul Blues Album for her CD, In the Moment.. Missy likens her musical
approach to soul dipped in blues. Powerful, passionate and satiny at the
same time -- she’s fun, full of personality, and she and her band generate
addictive rhythms.
The Backwater Blues Band (one of the hardest working bands in the
blues world) is enthusiastically hosting the Baja Blues Fest for the third
year. As a foremost San Diego band, they have performed everywhere up
and down the coast from the Belly Up Tavern in Solana Beach to worldclass events, festivals and international Blues Cruises. The Baja Blues
Fest Organization’s Board of Directors greatly appreciates bandleader
Tom Stewart’s dedication and drive in delivering an excellent experience
for everyone involved. The Backwater Blues Band is the main reason that
the Baja Blues Fest is able to work with so many talented and
internationally recognized blues musicians in such a short existence.
We’re also happy to announce The Bayou Brothers will be shaking up
the stage with their blues and a sound straight out of Louisiana's dance
clubs, bayou festivals and backyard crawfish boils. The band will rock you
right on into "Fat Tuesday" with their extensive experience and endless
enthusiasm to deliver a rousing, rollicking, heart thumpin', foot stompin'
musical gumbo y'all won't soon forget! Bayou Brothers were honored as
San Diego Music Award’s 2013 “Best Blues Band.”
We are also fortunate to have returning from our first Baja Blues Fest,
special guest, "Queen of Steam," Michele Lundeen. Michele is a
powerful, soulful vocalist with an incomparable style all her own. She
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effortlessly blends classic roadhouse rhythm & blues, jump swing,
Memphis groove, sultry jazz and funky soul into a satisfying musical stew.
A Michele is a multiple San Diego Music Awards “Best Blues” nominee,
she’s an established, popular and respected veteran of the club, concert
and festival circuit, Michele has shared stages with dozens of nationally
known blues and roots artists.
Due to popular demand, Hola Soy Lola is also returning a second time to
the Baja Blues Fest stage. In its very short musical career, Tijuana‘s Hola
Soy Lola’s distinctive style is highlighted by its originality, spontaneity,
professionalism and more than anything else, by their joyful and fresh
interpretation of classic blues and rock.
Combining the talents of five prominent musicians, the group heads a
cultural movement called Border & Blues Jam, whose sole purpose is
promoting the Blues and reviving the Tijuana music scene.
Guest Jam Percussionist, Mark “LA” Smith, will be bringing his passion
for the blues to our event. LA has played in festivals from coast to coast
with many national headliners such as Tab Benoit, Chubby Carrier,
Michael Burks, Grady Champion, Lightnin’ Malcolm, Calexico, Randy
Oxford Band, Mike Zito, Sonny Mormon and Cedric Burnside, Coco
Montoya, Tommy Castro, Larry McCray, Kim Wilson and Taj Mahal to
name just a few.
The Baja Blues Fest greatly appreciates the support of our sponsors and
partners; especially the Blues Festival Guide, the Rosarito Beach Hotel &
Resort, TV stations: KSWT 13, KYMA 11, Estrella TV 13.3 and Bobby's by
the Sea as well as our army of dedicated volunteers! We couldn’t help the
kids without you!!
Make your plans now to join us in offering our awesome, multi-talented
bands a “warm welcome” to Rosarito!
Find more info at www.bajabluesfest.org or
https://www.facebook.com/BajaBluesFest
or email us at: admin@bajabluesfest.org

JAMMING OUT…PART DEUX
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In the last issue of the Blue Ink Newsletter several questions
were posed to a number of organizers of the many San Diego jams
that are held around town. Each and every one provided concise
and insightful responses to the questions and I do want to thank the
many of you who provided so much positive feedback to the article.
As promised, this second part of the article was given to many of the
attendees at these jams in order to see just how well their
perspectives and expectations exceeded, matched, or even nullified
the organizer’s own perspectives. Finding myself stuck for
appropriate questions to ask of jam attendees, I went back to four of
the organizers to see what kind of feedback they would like to have
on their extraordinary efforts when putting on such time consuming
endeavors. Two of the organizers responded, Tom Tice of ‘Tom’s
Band Camp’ and Mark Eppler of the ‘Live Nation’ and ‘Boogie
Magazine’ Jams and master of the beer bottle slide guitar. Therefore,
this article is not my own, it is Tom’s and Mark’s. I simply forwarded
the questions to many musicians, of different skill levels, I knew who
attended jams on a regular basis. Some of the responders asked that
their answers be published anonymously, and others gave the go
ahead to use their names. I do want to thank the musicians who
responded so quickly and honestly. I was tempted to throw my own
opinions in the ring, but it proved unnecessary as so many
responded. Apologies if the article runs long but if a person takes the
time to put it down, we can take the time to read it.
There is an old saying in the field of psychology, ‘Feelings are
non-negotiable’. They may or may not be correct in their
interpretations of what they see, hear or feel, but their feelings are
still their own. If you agree with what one of the responders say,
Great. If not, do not take offense as none is meant, the individual is
just saying how they feel. I made no editorial changes to any answers
other than to correct a spelling or punctuation error or two.
The questions Mark and Tom suggested we ask are as follows:
#1) What do you find to be the most rewarding part when you attend a
jam ?
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#2) Do you see the jams as more of a social setting for you, or just
‘getting the chance to play’ as your goal?
#3) How do you feel when you are told to turn down, are you insulted or
do you trust your jam master to make the best setting for those listening,
even though it seems a good volume to you?
#4) How do you feel about having a back line available to you, or do you
prefer your own amps/snare etc.?
#5) What is your feeling in regards to playing with other jammers who are
not as experienced as you?
#6) When you go to different jams, what steps do you take to get acquainted
with those running the jam and find out how that particular jam works?
#7) What is the most gratifying thing that you see happen at jams?
#8) What is the most annoying thing that you see happen at jams?
#9) Do you go to jams to meet and network with the other musicians there? If
so, is there something that the jams could do to encourage this type of
interaction more?

Tony Garrick-drummer
#1, Playing with other musicians, outside my band.
# 2, social & playing
#3, No insult. You play to the size of the room, dictates the volume.
#4,Having a back line available is ok. But I'll use my snare if I can.
#5, Someone jammed with me when my experience needed help. No Prob.
#6, My rule of thumb. Introduce yourself to the (Host), and find out what's going
on.
#7 a new band take form.
#8, The most annoying thing that I see happen at a jam. It depends on whats
happening. If I'm annoyed I leave. Too many jammers. Not enough time. Or
someone with a bad attitude.
#9 I go to jams to meet and network with the other musicians.
7
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Bill Ray-drummer
1. The most rewarding thing is when the collective "band" hits a groove and
stays in it! The other rewarding factor is making new musical companions.
2. I see jam sessions as ways to meet and connect with other players in an
area. It is hard to "lie" on your instrument and you can figure out who is who.
3. As the drummer it’s my job to establish a congruence sonically with the band
and the room. Music should be conversational and if everyone is screaming it
is really no fun.
4. As an endorser of drum gear I prefer my own rig and don't mind people
playing it as long as they are respectful. I can play any kit anywhere, so if that's
what I have to work with then I figure out how to make it work. For me it's like
golfing- play it like it lays!
5. As an experienced musician its up to me to draw lines that people can
comfortably play and scribble within. If the players are all good then I can
"freehand" a bit more. If they are less experienced then it’s my job to draw
thicker, darker and simpler lines within the collective picture, or tapestry that we
create as a unit.
6. So this is where *my* ego rears its head!y track record. It is what it is and is
well documented. When I go to a jam I will usually email and alert the
bandleader that I am coming out. I don't really like to do the signup sheet thing.
If the need for my abilities is requested I will gladly play. If not then I'm happy to
listen but chances are I will not attend another one of that person's jams.
7. The most gratifying thing for me is to see someone "catch a deep groove" for
the first time and ride it. There is a childlike magic that exudes that cannot
really be described in mere words.
8. The most annoying thing is someone who talks themselves up and then they
end up being a total flop. Or... You meet someone awesome, get home and
look them up online and they are the type that spews political and divisive
invective, no matter which side of the aisle they occupy. Music and politics are
like wives and girlfriends. They should never meet!
9. Jams should expand to include live painting by artists in that medium. Jams
should allow people to play outside the lines of familiarity and accept it. Jams
should be more creative than just pedestrian renditions of standards.

Anonymous-guitarist
1. Meeting new musicians. Networking.
2. Both social and play. Chance to catch up with friends and play with them.
3. Depends on the way you're being told. Walking on stage and visibly insulting
someone while trying to achieve a desired level is rude and disrespectful. Be
professional and get professional in return.
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4. Own amps. Backlines are usually abused and not working properly. Nothing
worse than plugging into an amp that cuts in and out and fight it rather than
having fun playing.
5. It is best to seek your own skill level. Trying to play down to someone else’s
level can make the entire effort sound stale.
6. Find person running it, ask about sign up sheet and how long the sets are,
and all questions beforehand.
7. When musical harmony is achieved. Making good music TOGETHER.
8. Uninvited jammers walking up on stage. Getting cut short for Jam Masters
"friends". Other sets going long and waiting for those expecting to play.
Musicians jockeying their sets to play with the "right" players.
9. Networking is potential. But lets face it, most jams are attended by lesser
skilled players seeking experience and an opportunity to play in public. Its not a
gig! Some jammers treat it as if it is "their set" and tend to be bossy to other
musicians.

Tony Agosta-guitarist
1. Being able to play music and hopefully get into a groove and zone out.
2. Both but the playing is about 70% of it.
3. I feel like I adjust my volume to the overall levels of the band. If I'm too
loud its usually during a solo because I turn down when I comp.
4. I bring my own amp and guitar unless I know the backline amp is a
Fender amp with only ONE volume knob.
5. I subscribe to K.I.S.S. keep it simple, stupid! Simple 1-4-5's that
groove.
6. -I usually just sign up or look for a set with folks I know.
7. Smiling faces all around when it's happenin'.
8. One person that decides the tune that takes no consideration as to the
complexity and competence of the musicians ability to get the song right.
9 - Locally, I know most of the cast of characters that frequent the jams.
When it comes to a new player I haven't met, and if the set goes well
congratulate and shake hands and say well done. Well, that was fun.
Thanks.
Anthony Cullins-guitarist
1. Finding great players and being able to show what I can do.
2. Social setting.
3. I turn down so I can make everyone happy.
4. I feel it's good, but sometimes I prefer my own amp.
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5. I don't mind playing with people who aren't experienced as me, but I
prefer to play with people better than me so i can learn more.
6. I look up the jam, I go to the person in charge of it and ask if I can get
on the list.
7. I like it when people don't expect to me to be good,because of my age
but then I go up there and do my thing
8. When people lag to set up their equipment, or when they try to teach
you a song.
9. Yes for networking. It's something that musicians have to do on their
own. They have to talk to other musicians.
David Lewis-harmonica
1. Playing well and enjoying the musicality of my band mates.
2. Both…plus to listen to the music.
3. I’m there to please.
4. Fantastic! Ready made!
5. I was there once and I still have a ways to go. It’s all good.
6. I wait it out, talk, and listen, and see how I could fit in.
7. Once in a great while, a group of musicians who hardly ever play
together, pull off a 10. Every musician who plays well or is new on the
stage will get my applause.
8. When time runs short and the host stays on stage too many times and
fails to allow other musicians to solo.
9. Everybody is usually friendly, I’m sometimes amazed people really
want to know me?! Hahaha.

Joel Bolado-guitarist
1. Most rewarding is when I play something that others come to me later
and tell me they liked it, esp when i comes from players I consider better
than me.
2. Hard to separate social from playing. I like them both, but if i had to
choose, I would rather play than socialize.
3. It depends on who tells me to turn down. If it's two dorky dudes in the
front row with their iPhones texting, that pisses me off. If it's another guitar
player that I respect, I'll take that as honest input and turn it down gladly.
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4. I prefer my own amps cuz I build and modify my amps. Once in a blue
moon, a backline amp will sound as good as, or better, than mine, in
which case i'm glad to play that other amp. it's all about the TONE, man!
5. I have no problems playing with all levels of players. When I play with
guys not as good as me, I always ALWAYS remember that there's LOTS
of players BETTER than me, and I like it when a BETTER player tolerates
me on stage with them. SO it's only fair it should go both ways.
6. I'm kinda awkward about playing with others I don't know. I try not to
step on toes. I AM BAD AT REMEMBERING NAMES, so at first, I always
feel funny jamming with people I haven't met before cuz i don't wanna say
"Hey you, what's yer name again? Can I play this set?" jeeze, like i should
know his NAME, right, if i wanna play in his set? I'm working on that. BUT
i do look for a signup sheet, try to get a feel for who the big dogs are in
this jam, get a beer, sit back and watch at first.
Sometimes at a new jam I'll come in first without my gear, just to feel it
out. if I don't like what i see, then i don't feel funny lugging my gear out
without playing. I think that looks bad, to carry in gear, stay for 10 minutes,
then carry it all out. "Gee, that dude carried in, then carried out? What, too
good for us?" I don't want to be seen as that guy. There's unspoken
etiquette.
7. The most gratifying thing i've seen, getting a stranger up from the
audience to sing, and it sounds GREAT (especially if it's a good looking
woman, woohoo!). also, when I see too many guitars on stage at one
time, but they are all good sports and share well, and it sounds good.
Sometimes, if i'm up there with 4 other guitars, i will hang back and hardly
play. i've seen how the pro's do it at tributes; seven guitars and it can
sound OK.
8. Most annoying thing? Some guest butthole bellies up to the mic and
takes over the jam, plugs his personal upcoming gig, proceeds to play
songs that nobody else wants to play, or can't play, and he proceeds to
jam that song down everyone's throat. i've seen that a few times. ALSO
don't like it when people get pushed off stage by a guy that's not running
the jam. I’ve seen that too. ALSO don't like guitar soloist that isn't paying
attention and plays 8 bars of lead without looking up (and i don't care
HOW good he is). I’ve seen all this at jams. Sure you have too. In fact,
ANYBODY that runs away at his instrument without sensitivity for the rest
of the players, that REALLY bugs me. (and I hate it when I find out later
that I'VE done it. damn. I try not to but sometimes I fail).
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9. Meet and network with other musicians? Sure. after a REALLY GOOD
jam, I've been frustrated that there's not a good way to socialize and
properly meet some of those great musicians that i've maybe just met for
the first time, and exchange contact info. at least there's facebook for that,
but still I'd like it if the house music AFTER the jam wasn't so LOUD, so I
can converse easily with a group. Sometimes I'll hang in the parking lot,
but it's awkward trying to load out and have a good conversation at the
same time. I wish there was a good way to organize an ‘After Jam’
session to compare notes, make formal introductions, look at guitars and
amps, etc. Too many times I've met some cool people in the jam, then
after I've broken down my gear they're gone. "would have like to got that
guy or girl’s number for more jamming”.
Victoria Wasserman-vocalist
1. The collaborative energy
2.both
3. I trust them
4. Awesome having a back line! who wants to schlep?
5. I don't mind, everyone needs a chance…as long they're nice
6. I ask the organizers
7. When everything and everyone just works!
9) Yes I do…mixing up players gives us a chance to play with others
Anonymous-drummer
1. Having fun and playing good music. Collaborating and fitting in with the
players on the bandstand.
2. Both.
3. Playing too loud can be a problem for everybody. I actually strive not to
play too loud. But generally I don’t mind. A lot of times I tell the players to
turn it down by ½. If I can’t hear, I can’t listen and then it’s tough to
collaborate. I’m generally not insulted when the jam master tells me to
turn down as long as it’s constructive criticism. There are some jam
masters (I won’t mention who) that want you to play way too soft and are
really nasty about it; that’s when I feel insulted. But hey, what can you do.
They control the jam; if you don’t like it don’t play there or get your own
gig.
4. Prefer the back line.
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5. Generally not a problem. You’re paired with who you’re paired with. I
don’t like to complain; it’s bad karma.
6. I introduce myself to the person running the jam and find out how it
works. I ask whether there’s a sign up sheet etc.
7. Good collaboration, having fun and making good music.
8. A lot of musicians give terrible cues to the drummer and don’t have any
conception of time. Tell the drummer the kind of tempo or feel you want
and let him/her count it off. I don’t like it when somebody tries to show
you up or tell you how to play. If you want a change of tempo indicate it to
the entire band. Use good visual cues and make sure everybody sees
them. Leave the ego at the door. If you were that great you would be
living and recording in LA not San Diego.
9. I try to. I usually.
Long Nguyen-guitarist
1.Musical friends
2. Both
3. I trusted my jam masters.
4. Don't know
5. That's ok. I did not try to show off or compete with anyone else.
Everyone needs to learn.
6. Signing sheet, waiting for my turn, not playing too long on my solos,
RESPECT.
7. Learning a lot from others. Ones tried to show off.
9. Not really. I just wanted to play all musical styles. I have tried to play
them all including classical music
Steve Morgan-bass guitarist
1. The most rewarding part for me is getting to be a part of the group of
musicians all sharing their craft. I enjoy listening to others as much as I
enjoy playing.
2. For me it is way more of a social setting than just getting to jam.
3. I am not insulted if I am told to turn down. I would rather be told I am
too loud and turn down, than to have people sitting there being annoyed
by my sound. Music is not just about one person.
4. If multiple bands are playing at a jam I would rather use a back line to
minimize down time between bands.
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5. I have no problem playing at jam sessions with people of less
experience. I feel musicians should encourage and help others to gain
experience and confidence. I have played in a band at clubs all over San
Diego for over ten years, however I have never played in other bands. I
am unsure of stepping out of my comfort zone.
6. When I go to jams I love to talk to everyone I can to find out how I can
support people and how I can be a part of it.
7. The most gratifying thing that I see happen at jams is when a musician
or band of lesser talent gets up and does their best and everyone makes
sure to give a huge round of applause to make that person or group feels
good.
8. The most annoying thing that I see happen at jams is when a musician
shows up and expects everyone to cater to then like they are all that
maters.
9. I go to jams mostly to support other musicians, but also to network with
people. I feel that it is really up to the musicians at the jam to be friendly
and accessible to everyone in the room. If you have an in with a club,
share that information with other musicians. Most musicians have the
attitude that "it's all about me". If they would share information and help
others to book gigs it would be cool. I will do anything I can to help
anyone.
Anonymous-guitarist
1. Playing music that enriches all concerned. Remember, there is no bad
music, just music played poorly…
2. Playing music is the primary focus, social is just a by-product.
3. The jam master should have the last/final word on the balance of the
instruments. The overall volume/mix for the venue is #1.
4. Great incentive to jam… your own gear is preferred, but one has to
remember it is a jam, not a gig.
5. If the jam is advertised as an open jam, then there is really no attitude
on my part. If the jam is advertised as an pro/semi-pro event, then the jam
master need to select appropriate players to a set. I’m convinced that
everyone does the best they can, but there is a level of expertise/criteria
of acceptance.
6. I don’t go out of my way to get really acquainted with the jam masters,
but I do observe and ask questions on the jam process.
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7. Seeing and hearing young musicians perform. I feel I am contributing to
the education and growth of these young folks.
8. Ego!!! Most folks do the best they can to perform. Some others use the
jam event to promote their agenda. In most cases, these individuals need
to go home and “woodshed”. LOL…
9. No I really just need to play some music with people who share the
same passion for jamming. Not really convinced that passion can be
encouraged, each individual needs to find their focus. I just bear in mind
that jamming is really not gigging. The commitment of a rehearsed band
FAR exceeds the expectations of a jam event.
Dale Cooper-bass guitarist
1. Meeting other musicians, getting to play with different people I might
not have played with before.
2. They are a social setting/networking opportunity.
3. PLEASE turn down. It's typical as the jam goes on for many players to
start turning up. It's annoying. It's also part of the learning process and
something that I think separates the jammers from the working musicians.
Working musicians (usually) understand volume, pulling back while the
vocalist sings, while someone else solos. I find a lot of jammers keep the
volume cranked without regard to the other musicians.
4. A backline is essential to a good jam. It keeps the jam moving, not
having to deal with moving amps on and off stage. See #8
5. We all get better playing with more experienced/better players. It
challenges both the less experienced and the more experienced players.
You've got to push yourself to get better. I've seen it in my playing and in
other musicians attending Tom's Band Camp.
6. I don't have much time to spend at other jams (other than Tom's Band
Camp as part of the house band). When I attended the Boogie Jam a
couple months back everyone involved came up to me and introduced
themselves, gave me a quick lowdown on how it works and asked if I
needed anything.
7. Players coming together who have not jammed together and creating a
"rehearsed" sounding song.
8. Don't bring your rig to a jam when a backline is provided. If you have to
have "your sound" to me it means you have brought your ego to the jam.
Work quickly with what's provided and understand we're all there to have
fun, not show off. Check your EGO at the door, or don't come, it's really a
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turn off. Second, understand there are other players on stage with you
and keep your volume in check. If you can't hear the other players, you
are playing too loud. The amps don't go to 11 for a reason.
9. Jams for me are definitely a networking event as well as a chance to
play. It is because of Tom's Band Camp that I met my current bandmates,
Myron & The Kyniptionz When they needed a sub bass player, Myron
asked Tom if he could post an ad on our Facebook group page. Tom
suggested Myron call me. That 2 gig sub date is now 2 years and running!
Mario FourQurean-drummer.. yes, Mario answered them last to first.
9.Yes I Attend The Jams. To Network!
To Encourage Networking...Just Keep Promoting Network ..
8.The Most Annoying Thing @ The Jams is Favoritism
7.Everyone Having Fun; Everyone That Comes to Play, Gets To Play
6.I Usually Get an Referral/Invite To The Jams Directly, I Also Just
Respectfully Introduce The JAM HOST & Listen To Their Speech About
The Jam Function.
5.To Be An Example To Encourage/Inspire Them.
4.The Backline: So Far So Good I Just Try To Make Music...Good Quality
Backline
3.Well, As Long As I Spoken With Respect. No Worries!!...
Usually Everyone Works Together To Make The Music Sound Good
onstage & For The Audience...Dynamics & Play For The Song.
2.Social Setting To Network GIG.
1.Its Rewarding Once I Meet My Musical Objectives...
Getting Chance To Play Some Music & To Network & To Learn Info...
Educate & Entertain.
Paul Whitaker-drummer
1. Actually playing. Second-most would be to see someone new whom I
really like musically.
2. I just wanna play. I'm actually kinda shy and not that good in social
situations.
3. One can never know what it sounds like to the audience and they are
the ones that deserve to have a good balance. I'm never offended as I
believe that live performances, jams or no, are best enjoyed when each
and every note can be clearly heard.
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4. Everyone is most comfortable with their own equipment, but that's just
not practical in a jam situation. I'm always grateful that someone else
hauled their drums to the jam so that I can just bring my sticks. I have
acted as the house drummer and brought mine. When that happens, I like
to hear how my drums sound with other people playing them.
5. It's always best to jam with people who are more experienced than me
and force me to up my game a bit. I'm always grateful for those
opportunities. Of course, I keep that in mind when I'm playing with others
that might be gaining something from playing with me.
6. Seek them out and ask.
7. Smiles on the players and crowd when something just works. So fun.
8. Sometimes musical egos can be as whiny little babies. No, it's true, it's
true. When someone "acts up" at a jam, it can really dampen the spirit of
the thing, which should be about the joy that music brings. I gotta say, it is
really rare so I'm rarely annoyed.
9. I believe the very nature of jams make it a great event for meeting and
networking with other players. Only thing needed is to keep the jammin'
alive, San Diego.
That brings us to the conclusion of this two part series on local jams.
Did you see yourself in any of the respondent’s answers? Did you have a
reaction to any of the answers? Agree? Disagree? Have a “Yeah,but”
running through your mind. Feel free to PM, email or call me with your
own thoughts and I will share them in the next newsletter.
I know I picked up a thing or two. Being a life long learner means just
that, one never stops learning if they only listen.-SD
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Joe Louis Walker ‘Hornet’s Nest’
A 2013 inductee to the Blues
Foundation’s Blues Hall of Fame, Joe
Louis Walker strives, on his latest release
‘Hornet’s Nest’ (released in 2014) to bring
in alignment both the blues that birthed
him and the searing qualities of the rock
that brought back the blues to the
audiences of the 60’s and early 70’s.
What we have here is a very mixed bag
of scorching blues, rock and funk
inspired, horn backed tunes.
Mr. Walker’s ‘As the Sun Goes Down’
features a vocal that just melts the heart
complimented some very tasteful guitar
licks. Love this tune, but also think the
CD title song, ‘Hornet’s Nest’ packs a wallop warning anyone that messes
with him or his lady that regret will be the only result; a powerfully strong
number. The fine slow blues number ‘I’m Gonna Walk Outside’ is a heck
of a musical contradiction to the following ‘Not in Kansas Anymore’ whose
opening reminded me of some the early Who instrumentation with Steven
Tyler vocal phrasing, which is then followed by the gospel influenced
‘Keep the Faith’.
It is this mixed bag of stylings that make Joe Louis Walker’s ‘Hornet’s
Nest’ release so interesting and musically rewarding. In addition to being
nominated for the 2015 Living Blues Readers’ Awards in three separate
categories, Blues Artist of the Year (Male), Best Blues Album of 2014 (new
recordings) and Most Outstanding Musician(guitar) I am sure you will find
something to love in ‘Hornet’s Nest’.recordings) and Most Outstanding
Musician(guitar) I am sure you will find something to love in ‘Hornet’s
Nest’.
‘The Devil You Know’ - Tommy Castro and the Painkillers
While this album was released last year, many might not have been
exposed to this particularly blues infused hard edged CD. Without a
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single filler tune, the album simply
drives in high gear from cut to cut, first
to last. ’The Devil You Know’, the first
tune and album title, gives a quick
indication of just why Tommy Castro
and the Painkillers have twice been a
winner of the Blues Music Awards for
B.B. King Entertainer of the Year.
We can all say we have favorite cuts
from any release, and certainly, I am no
different. ‘Center of Attention’ uses the
Painkillers’ killer rhythm section to drive
home the angry but empathetic lyrics of
that drama queen we all have met at
one time or another. ’Two Steps
Forward’ adds some real spicy meter changes, while ’She Wanted To
Give It To Me’ made me repeat the song over and over while I laughed at
the lyrics overlaying a strong bass line. At this time, it is my favorite cut,
but that can change with my many repeated listenings. You can make up
your own mind as you listen but I guarantee you won’t regret picking this
release to add to your collection.
Christian Collin -Spirit of the Blues CD
I have to admit to not having been at all familiar with Christian Collin and
his indoctrination in the blues, so I was super surprised when listening to
this recent release just how strong and powerful Mr. Collin is both as a
Chicago based blues guitarist, songwriter and singer.
The entire release is impressive not only for his adherence to the blues
genre but for his incredibly powerful but tasteful guitar work. His voice fits
the genre perfectly. Darn, wish I could sing as well. There is a certain
toughness to his voice and when back up vocals kick in on several songs,
they elevate the tune even further. ‘Dance the Blues Away’ an uplifting
shuffle, is one of the better new blues tunes I have heard from any artist.
Christian Collin mixes up the tempos from tune to tune moving from the
slow blues ballad of ‘Forever Friends’ back to a jump shuffle on ‘Highway
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Song’ which is ably boosted by Matthew
Skoller’s harp playing. This tune just
drives down the highway; pun intended.
‘Spirit of the Blues’, a slower blues
number plays homage to many of
Christian’s many area blues influences
from Chicago to Baton Rouge, Texas,
Mississippi and Kansas City and the
many great blues players whether it be
Howling Wolf, Lightening Hopkins,
Muddy Waters, T.Bone Walker and on
towards Stevie Ray Vaughan. Their
influences show respectfully throughout
the release. Bottom line, this is a very,
very strong release by a bluesman much
deserving of considerably greater
attention.
Nighthawks-‘BackPorch Party’
I’ve said it before, and will say it again,
there is something very special about
a properly recorded live album and this
is one of them. Rather that being
recorded in a large arena and
compressing the massive audience
ambience, this Nighthawks’ release,
while completed in the Monstrose
Studio in Virginia, the largely acoustic
recording sounds as if it were recorded
in your own home, a small theater or,
perhaps, your back porch. With little
amplification, each song sounds larger
than life with some very sweet
harmonica played by the Nighthawks
harp/vocalist Mark Wenner. Drummer Mark Stutso on vocals and drums
stays largely with snare and brush work keeping the pocket cleanly in
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focus and providing a very real swing blues feel to most of the tunes.
The opening tune, ‘Back to the City’ just swings from the get go with
strong bass lines from bassist/vocalist Johnny Castle. Not sure whether
he is playing a stand up bass, as I am guessing, but his bass solo is just
so sweet. ‘Guard Your Heart’ mixes blues and country genres that, once
again, feature some great harp work. Covering Ike Turner’s Matchbox
and Willie Dixon’s ‘Tiger in Your Tank’ were great choices and the
Nighthawks do create a live on the porch intimacy through the CD.
There’s a whole lot to enjoy on this CD and I have many friends I intend to
play this CD for. I’ll make them jealous now, while I can, before they go
and buy their own copies.
BB King Life of Riley on Blu Ray
alligator.com
If you have any love or interest in
the blues, no matter who your
favorite blues master is, B.B. King
must be in contention for the title
and this Blu- Ray is must viewing,
and viewing again to gain any
understanding of the man, the
guitarist, blues, and its’ history.
Bottom line, this is the best
documentary I have ever watched
on both the blues as a musical
genre and on B.B. King himself.
Using a great amount of archival
footage as well as current and past
interviews from the blues progeny of
King such as Bonnie Raitt, several
former and current members of the
Rolling Stones, Eric Clapton, John
Mayall and even Ringo Starr pay
him verbal homage. But to me, the best and most interesting part of this 2
hour film is the use of archival footage and interviews of close, as well as
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distant members, of the King family, to explain and explore both the
origins of the blues as well as the development of B.B. King who grew to
be the master that he became. B.B. King himself is frequently included in
the discussions and explanations and lends thoughtful and sincere
credence to both the success of the blues, how it crossed over to white
audiences. and his rise to fame.
The quality of the blu ray itself is good..nothing great, the archival footage
appears as truly old as it is, and that's the way it should be. The lossy
audio codec, although 5.1 is really more 2.0 but, for this biography of B.B.
King, I do not think it makes any difference.
Though B.B. King has since passed on, this film was made when he was
85 and considerably past his prime as a guitarist and singer. One of the
extras are a couple of songs recorded at the Royal Albert Hall in England
and Ron Wood, Slash and others sit in on 'The Thrill is Gone’. His voice
was still there if not as powerful as it once was. As I initially said, this DVD
is very well worth having and watching multiple times. In my opinion, it is a
must have DVD.
NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR 2016
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INTERNATIONAL BLUES CHALLENGE BAND

COMPETITION!
The Blues Foundation presents the International Blues Challenge in
Memphis every winter. The 2016 event takes place January 26-30.
Bands from around the world compete for wider recognition and a coveted
spot performing on the Legendary Rhythm & Blues Cruise. 2004 IBC
winner Zac Harmon said that winning the competition was worth more
than $100,000 in publicity. BLUSD sends a band or solo/duo act each
year, and the results thus far have been very impressive.
Nathan James and Ben Hernandez won for best solo/duo act in 2007.
Aunt Kizzy's Boys placed second in the band category in 2006.
Sue Palmer won for best self-produced CD in 2008.
BLUSD's Regional IBCs for the 2016 Band Competition preliminary
rounds will be held on Saturday, 10/10 and Saturday, 10/17 from 1-5 p.m.
at Tio Leo’s Lounge.
The two highest scoring acts from each of our preliminary
rounds will advance to the finals which will take place Saturday, 10/24
from 1-5 PM., also at Tio Leo’s Lounge. BLUSD uses the same scoring
system as the Blues Foundation which is listed here.
Entry forms can be obtained by emailing info@blusd.org . Member bands
and early entries receive a discounted filing fee, so don’t delay...we look
forward to hearing from you!
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Jazz Vespers
Vol. Two: It’s
all about the
Blues
CD release at
the 5th
Annual
Summer Jazz
Concert at
downtown’s
First
Presbyterian
Church
Saturday,
August 8,
4pm, $10
Featuring performances by Nathan James,
Whitney Shay, and more
San Diego, CA: Higher Calling Records and First Presbyterian Church of
San Diego are pleased to announce the release of Jazz Vespers, Vol. 2,
the second installment in an ambitious three-disc collection of some of the
live music that has been offered at the weekly Jazz Vespers services at
the historic cathedral. Jazz Vespers producer, pianist, and tenor sax man
Archie Thompson explains what to expect on the coming CD.
“The difference between Vol. 2 and Vol. 1 is the emphasis on the blues,”
he says. “For example, Vol. 2 starts off with a cover of Stormy Monday,
which I originally hesitated to record because it’s been done so many
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times. But our version, with Nathan James on guitar and Tony Davis
singing, came out tremendous.”
Every Shade of Blue, the longest running blues radio show west of the
Mississippi hosted by San Diego Blues Festival Producer Michael
Kinsman has been previewing tracks from Jazz Vespers Vol. 2 on San
Diego’s legendary Jazz 88.3 FM. Every Shade of Blue is heard Saturday
nights from 8 p.m. to midnight.
One of the blues highlights on Jazz Vespers Vol 2 (Vol 1 was released in
March) is Chicken Tacos featuring Nathan James. “My daughter had just
brought us lunch from the Mexican place around the corner,” says
Thompson, “and you can hear me say ‘give me some chicken tacos’ on
the recording.”
Chicken tacos or not, First Presbyterian’s Pastor Jerry Andrews says the
CD series has broadened the church’s reach. “Our exposure has
increased. More guests have visited and are finding a home here. And,”
he says, “those who have attended Vespers are now equipped with an
easy gift and means to invite others to share in Vespers.”

45 Revolutions
Together, Victoria and Jacinto make up 45 Revolutions. They both
compose and sing their own songs in English and in Spanish. Their
sound is a unique blend of musical influences from around the world
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ranging from rock to blues, jazz to soul
and reggae.
“I like to think of our show as taking the
audience on a musical journey which
spans across different genres and
decades”, says Victoria.
Victoria Wasserman was raised in
Encinitas and New York City where, at
an early age, she discovered jazz,
classic rock, Motown and blues in her
parent’s collection of 45’s. This had a
lasting effect on her. She spent most of
her childhood in N.Y.C. where she was
classically trained to sing in the choir
and musical theater. Opting to take a
year of travelers before beginning
college, she found herself in Cancun,
Mexico, once again surrounded by
music. This time it was the Caribbean
sounds of reggae, calypso and boleros. It was there that she met her
future husband, Jacinto, playing in a local band. Jacinto Castaneda was
born and raised in Jalapa, Veracruz in Mexico where he attended the
Conservatory of Music. He quickly discovered the guitar and a love for
rock and blues; his travels opened him up to reggae and calypso as well.
Later, he became the front man for the band ‘Splash’ while composing,
singing and playing bass. They toured extensively throughout Mexico
along side such well known groups as Steel Pulse, Chalice and Unique
Vision releasing 3 albums and representing Mexico in the Reggae
Sunsplash Festival in Mexico and Jamaica.
Together, Victoria and Jacinto create their own brand of music fusing their
cultures and different musical tastes into a unique sound influenced by
Amy Winehouse, Janis Joplin, Etta James, Billie Holiday, Rolling Stones,
Muddy Waters, SRV and Bob Marley amongst many others. 45
Revolutions is currently based in San Diego where they are playing live
gigs and working on the release of their first record together.
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